1: USD - other currency
2: Shipping costs
3: Delivery time
4: Spacer
5: Spikesenders for other brands
6: Pop out >> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vexR6sK8SRo
7: Shin cups loose >> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eb8d1EWek4g
8: Discomfort
9: Adjustment
10: Sharpening Gaffs
11: KK foot ascender
1, What do KK’s cost in AUD / GBP or NZD ?
Use the ‘google currency converter’ at the bottom of the page on the online
shop. When you pay using paypal the conversion is done for you.
2, What are shipping costs to overseas customers?
When you use the website to make a purchase shipping is added at the end,
you will see before confirming payment.
3, Estimated delivery time from purchase date?
International: 10 working days
NZ: 3 working Days
Pre Order products will have an aproximate date of shipping on website.
4, Do I need a spacer if I buy a Spikesender?
No. But if you use short Gaffs it is advisable.
5, Does Spikesender ( SS2 ) fit brands other than KK, Gecko or Distel ?
No, Spikesenders only fit the above brands.

6, My Spikesender keeps popping off the rope? You need a
Spikesender2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHJk6MWYmso&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EaHmLfeMhks
Old school KK spikesender advice:
Those of us that learnt to asend with an old school unlockable pantin / foot
ascender have developed good technique and with it the abillity to ‘flick’ the
rope in and out with one hand and in some cases no hands.
Unfortunately we don’t all share this abbility, some of us enjoy the added
security of locking the rope in despite the added time involved in reaching
down the unlock the cam each time.
7, My First gen. Shin cups keep coming loose?
WARNING – If you wear your KK’s with loose shin cups they will wear
the holes out and eventually break off. Keep them tight! Use locktite or
other bonding agent if necessary.
You can purchase K2 shin cups from the KK website. We have adjusted the
design slightly to eliminate this problem. A small modification is needed
(drill out the thread on the brass inserts) to fit K2 shin cups to first gen
stirrups.

8, Ouch!? The top of the shin cup digs into my shin?
K2 shin cups come with more foam than first gen.
Change the height or the off-set of the cups to sit in a more comfortable
place.
9, Are the KKs adjustable?
Absoloutely, the shin cups have 12 different settings.
It is not reccomended to buy them for a crew of climbers with different
sized legs. Changing the shin cup position takes about 10 minutes and
constant changing will compromise the longevity of its life.

10, How should I sharpen the superlight gaffs?
The Titanium is a very hard metal, your average flat file won’t cut it.
Use a bench grinder or angle grinder.
11, When is the KK foot asender coming out?
Dale is working on a few prototypes and isnt going to rush it. Good things
take time. Looking like late 2019 at this stage.
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For anything we have missed that you think should be on here don't
hesitate to email dale@nzclimbers.com cheers!

